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NDPO: Being the best at what you do is not necessarily the best thing to do 
By Sherry Webb 

 
National Dairy Producers Organization (NDPO) has built its four-year-old organization around 

one major goal for producers: profitability and sustainability---so that producers can survive in the 21st 
century. 

For decades, the goal of the average dairy farmer was to make more milk in order to be 
profitable and to survive, but as years have gone by--- the dairy industry has changed dramatically.  

Today’s dairy producers are more intelligent and more educated about their cows than ever 
before and have made vast improvements to their milk producing herds that includes everything from 
cow comfort to herd health. But the ideology behind it all is still of an old nature---that producing milk 
results in more profitability.  

This is simply not true in today’s modern times, said Jake Ricker, assistant marketing director 
and staff writer for NDPO, in a recent newsletter. Ricker said NDPO, whose board and members are made 
of dairy producers, feels strongly the ideology of producers everywhere has got to change and move 
forward into the current times.  

Ricker points out that NDPO states making more milk in today’s market will be the “downfall of 
the national milk infrastructure in the U.S.” The abundance of excess milk results in a milk supply greater 
than profitable demand and in the continued decline of dairy farmers---due to milk selling for less than 
what it costs to make. He said the more efficient dairymen become, the more crippling effect it has on the 
industry. In a nutshell, being the best at what you do, ironically, may not be the best thing for you to do. 

Ricker said it only seems reasonable U.S. dairy farmers and their cooperatives and 
organizations---who claim to work in their farmers’ best interests---should strive to preserve the national 
milk producing infrastructure. But, so far, that’s not happening.  

“So, rather than fight to be one of the lucky few left, maybe we should band together and work 
against the current economic volatility of high and low milk prices and try to achieve a more sustainable 
industry,” Ricker said. 

U.S. dairy farmers need to consider the fundamentals: cow numbers are up, milk production is 
up, exports are declining, international dairy prices are collapsing, and “boats loaded with dairy imports 
are headed our way.” Being a dairy farmer at this point in history is difficult but there are two of these 
fundamentals dairy farmers can control, meaning, cow numbers and milk production.  

Ricker said utilizing intelligent reduction of both cow numbers and milk production will lead to 
dairy farmer profitability and a more sustainable industry. “No dairy processor is going to pay more than it 
has to---to get the milk it needs. Face the facts. There is plenty of milk on the market and if you won’t sell 
milk for less than what it is worth, someone else will.” This overproduction of milk has perpetuated 
historical non-sustainable milk prices and continuing to oversupply the market is financial suicide for most 
dairy farmers, he said. 

Considering the economic law of supply and demand, any measureable stabilization or 
reduction in the milk supply would immediately increase milk prices. “Dairy farmers need to remove 
themselves from the classic ideology ‘making more milk’ will solve all the problems, and move into a 
forward ideology center focused on ‘making profitable milk.’” 

 Balance is key to the industry and milk must be made at the “equilibrium of profitable demand” 
if the U.S. milk producing infrastructure is to grow, not collapse, Ricker said.  

NDPO believes in saving existing dairy farmers and the national milk producing infrastructure. 
“We voice what needs to be said and we struggle with you through hard times. We feel the pain of milk 
prices and we too worry for our dairy futures.” 

Some of NDPO’s goals include: 1.To continue to educate producers on Tuesday’s national calls 
(8 p.m. East; 5 p.m. West; Live calls 712-775-7035; Recorded calls 712-775-7039; Pin: 330090#); 2. 
Promote a higher grade of bottled milk---like the old federal standards which California never abandoned, 
thereby utilizing more milk solids which results in a better product to attract more sales; 3. NDPO 
trademarked “100% USA Milk” retail logo and make it available for all dairy products that qualify to use it. 
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National Dairy Producers Organization (NDPO) has built its four-year-old organization around 

one major goal for producers: profitability and sustainability---so that producers can survive in the 21st 
century. 

For decades, the goal of the average dairy farmer was to make more milk in order to be 
profitable and to survive, but as years have gone by--- the dairy industry has changed dramatically.  

Today’s dairy producers are more intelligent and more educated about their cows than ever 
before and have made vast improvements to their milk producing herds that includes everything from 
cow comfort to herd health. But the ideology behind it all is still of an old nature---that producing milk 
results in more profitability.  

This is simply not true in today’s modern times, said Jake Ricker, assistant marketing director 
and staff writer for NDPO, in a recent newsletter. Ricker said NDPO, whose board and members are made 
of dairy producers, feels strongly the ideology of producers everywhere has got to change and move 
forward into the current times.  

Ricker points out that NDPO states making more milk in today’s market will be the “downfall of 
the national milk infrastructure in the U.S.” The abundance of excess milk results in a milk supply greater 
than profitable demand and in the continued decline of dairy farmers---due to milk selling for less than 
what it costs to make. He said the more efficient dairymen become, the more crippling effect it has on the 
industry. In a nutshell, being the best at what you do, ironically, may not be the best thing for you to do. 

Ricker said it only seems reasonable U.S. dairy farmers and their cooperatives and 
organizations---who claim to work in their farmers’ best interests---should strive to preserve the national 
milk producing infrastructure. But, so far, that’s not happening.  

“So, rather than fight to be one of the lucky few left, maybe we should band together and work 
against the current economic volatility of high and low milk prices and try to achieve a more sustainable 
industry,” Ricker said. 

U.S. dairy farmers need to consider the fundamentals: cow numbers are up, milk production is 
up, exports are declining, international dairy prices are collapsing, and “boats loaded with dairy imports 
are headed our way.” Being a dairy farmer at this point in history is difficult but there are two of these 
fundamentals dairy farmers can control, meaning, cow numbers and milk production.  

Ricker said utilizing intelligent reduction of both cow numbers and milk production will lead to 
dairy farmer profitability and a more sustainable industry. “No dairy processor is going to pay more than it 
has to---to get the milk it needs. Face the facts. There is plenty of milk on the market and if you won’t sell 
milk for less than what it is worth, someone else will.” This overproduction of milk has perpetuated 
historical non-sustainable milk prices and continuing to oversupply the market is financial suicide for most 
dairy farmers, he said. 

Considering the economic law of supply and demand, any measureable stabilization or 
reduction in the milk supply would immediately increase milk prices. “Dairy farmers need to remove 
themselves from the classic ideology ‘making more milk’ will solve all the problems, and move into a 
forward ideology center focused on ‘making profitable milk.’” 

 Balance is key to the industry and milk must be made at the “equilibrium of profitable demand” 
if the U.S. milk producing infrastructure is to grow, not collapse, Ricker said.  

NDPO believes in saving existing dairy farmers and the national milk producing infrastructure. 
“We voice what needs to be said and we struggle with you through hard times. We feel the pain of milk 
prices and we too worry for our dairy futures.” 

Some of NDPO’s goals include: 1.To continue to educate producers on Tuesday’s national calls 
(8 p.m. East; 5 p.m. West; Live calls 712-775-7035; Recorded calls 712-775-7039; Pin: 330090#); 2. 
Promote a higher grade of bottled milk---like the old federal standards which California never abandoned, 
thereby utilizing more milk solids which results in a better product to attract more sales; 3. NDPO 
trademarked “100% USA Milk” retail logo and make it available for all dairy products that qualify to use it. 
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Why Do Dairy Farmers Make Milk That Cannot Be Profitably Sold  
 

NO U.S. milk production is profitable at the current or projected future prices that dairy farmers are to receive, now 
projected at $13 to $14/cwt. 
 
 Let's identify some of the reasons why U.S. dairy farmers make milk that cannot be profitably sold.  Why do they make 
a milk supply which can only be sold for less than what it cost to make the milk? 
There are several reasons for this irrational conduct: 
 
(1.)  The last man standing philosophy.  There are some dairy farmers who believe that they have more money to lose 
than all others and as the number of dairy farmers continue to fall they can someday be one of the few dairy farmers 
left standing. 
  
(2.)  Tax laws.   
 
 Dairy farmers, like most citizens, do not like to pay taxes.  One way dairy farmers can postpone if not avoid the 
payment of taxes is to shift the money targeted to taxes to investment in and expansion of their dairy  enterprises and 
milk production.  Spending money to constantly expand to avoid taxes is a large contributor to maintaining our excess 
milk supply over profitable demand and dairy farmer unprofitability. 
  
But is the survival of the remaining dairy farmers based on more milk and tax avoidance or selling milk for more than it 
costs to make? 
  
Currently, most dairy farmers appear to have mistakenly concluded that their last man standing survival is based on 
more milk and tax avoidance  NOT on balancing the milk supply with profitable demand and market based sustainable 
profitability. 
  
While the existing tax laws promote excess milk production and this country's cheap food policy in the short term, they 
may ultimately destroy our national milk producing infrastructure and most of the remaining dairy farmers. 
 
(3.) Dairy farmer owned co-ops. 
 
 The more milk produced the more money the co=op management receives for themselves and all others except the 
dairy farmer co-op owner member.  Co-ops should only accept milk for which they can pay a price for milk that is at 
least equal to the average total cost of producing milk in the U.S. as reported every month by U.S.D.A.. 
  
(4.)  A false belief in government help toward profitability. 
 
 Many dairy farmers have the mistaken belief that government bureaucrats and politicians can and should dictate or 
create a profitable price for all the milk they want to make.  Government can't and will not create profitability for the 
dairy farmer. 
 
 (5.)  Dairy farmer ignorance. 
 
 Many dairy farmers just don't know about the basic economics of supply and demand or that their own  dairy 
enterprises are actually losing more money the more milk they make.  Some dairy farmers don't even realize that there 
is an alternative to selling 100% of their milk unprofitably and that is selling a little less milk  ALL PROFITABLY. 
 
All these reasons make for unprofitable milk, the continued loss of dairy  farmers and the decline in our national milk 
producing infrastructure. 
 
The remaining dairy farmers need to think about these issues and the reasons they make a milk supply that cannot be 
profitably sold and ask themselves whether they wouldn't stand a better chance to survive if they educated themselves, 
spoke up for themselves, and acted in ways that benefitted each other and that promoted sustainable profitability for 
most of them through market based actions that balanced the milk supply with profitable demand. 
 
Everyone in the dairy industry supply chain is making a profit EXCEPT the dairy farmer. 
 
Dairy farmers could achieve profitability IF they adjusted some of their thinking and they installed good management in 
their dairy farmer owned co-ops who were dedicated to achieving dairy farmer profitability. 
 
Bob Krucker 
NDPO Board Member 
 

 

  

 

Why Do Dairy Farmers Make Milk That Cannot Be Profitably Sold 

NO U.S. milk production is profitable at the current or projected future prices that dairy farmers are to 
receive, now projected at $13 to $14/cwt.

Let’s identify some of the reasons why U.S. dairy farmers make milk that cannot be profitably sold.  Why do 
they make a milk supply which can only be sold for less than what it cost to make the milk?
There are several reasons for this conduct:

(1.)  The last man standing philosophy. There are some dairy farmers who believe that they have more 
money to lose than all others and as the number of dairy farmers continue to fall they can someday be one 
of the few dairy farmers left standing.

(2.)  Tax laws. Dairy farmers, like most citizens, do not like to pay taxes. One way dairy farmers can 
postpone if not avoid the payment of taxes is to shift the money targeted to taxes to investment in and 
expansion of their dairy enterprises and milk production.  Spending money to constantly expand to avoid 
taxes is a large contributor to maintaining our excess milk supply over profitable demand and dairy farmer 
unprofitability. But is the survival of the remaining dairy farmers based on more milk and tax avoidance 
or selling milk for more than it costs to make? Currently, most dairy farmers appear to have mistakenly 
concluded that their last man standing survival is based on more milk and tax avoidance NOT on balancing 
the milk supply with profitable demand and market based sustainable profitability. While the existing tax 
laws promote excess milk production and this country’s cheap food policy in the short term, they may 
ultimately destroy our national milk producing infrastructure and most of the remaining dairy farmers.

(3.) Dairy farmer owned co-ops. The more milk produced the more money the co-op management receives 
for themselves and all others except the dairy farmer co-op owner member. Co-ops should only accept milk 
for which they can pay a price for milk that is at least equal to the average total cost of producing milk in the 
U.S. as reported every month by U.S.D.A.

(4.)  A false belief in government help toward profitability. Many dairy farmers have the mistaken belief that 
government bureaucrats and politicians can and should dictate or create a profitable price for all the milk 
they want to make.  Government can’t and will not create profitability for the dairy farmer.

(5.)  Dairy farmer ignorance. Many dairy farmers just don’t know about the basic economics of supply and 
demand or that their own dairy enterprises are actually losing more money with more milk they make.  
Some dairy farmers don’t even realize that there is an alternative t o selling 100% of their milk unprofitably 
and that is selling a little less milk ALL PROFITABLY.

All these reasons make for unprofitable milk, the continued loss of dairy farmers and the decline in our 
national milk producing infrastructure.

The remaining dairy farmers need to think about these issues and the reasons they make a milk supply 
that cannot be profitably sold and ask themselves whether they wouldn’t stand a better chance to survive if 
they educated themselves, spoke up for themselves, and acted in ways that benefitted each other and that 
promoted sustainable profitability for most of them through market based actions that balanced the milk 
supply with profitable demand.

Everyone in the dairy industry supply chain is making a profit EXCEPT the dairy farmer.
Dairy farmers could achieve profitability IF they adjusted some of their thinking and they installed good 
management in their dairy farmer owned co-ops who were dedicated to achieving dairy farmer profitability.

Bob Krucker
NDPO Board Member



 

 

 

DAIRYLINE: Gary Genske from the National Milk Producers Organization joins us again on DairyLine. Gary, Happy New Year! And what a year 
it has been. Give us an update of how things are going. 

GARY: The National Dairy Producers Organization does not want to be just another farmer organization. Our primary objective is profitability 
for dairy farmers - for sustainability. We still maintain that with enough membership of dairy farmers we can take back control of the coops 
so they operate solely for the benefit of their membership, instead of for the benefit of the coops themselves.  If we change the culture, then 
the membership would have more influence in Washington, D.C.  

DAIRYLINE: Through these five years have you seen some progress with the NDPO?  

GARY: Yes, there have been a number of coops talking about production controls when there is excess milk. We see Land O’ Lakes instituting 
a base program. We sent a letter of congratulations to the management of Land O’ Lakes for really coming out and being leaders in that 
regard.  We have seen a small but effective base plan put into effect by Northwest Dairy Association, which is Darigold. I spoke with members 
of United Dairymen of Arizona who indicate UDA is holding firm on their base limits. I also had the opportunity to talk with the Dairy 
Producers of New Mexico in Albuquerque recently and discussed production limits there, but with some push back.  However, I reminded 
everybody that it wasn’t that many years ago that the California DFA membership as well as the Southwest area membership had started 
pushing for production controls. Obviously when milk is long - our milk prices tank. People are getting the message that when there is too 
much milk and the world is not willing to pay us for what we export we should slow down and not be so aggressive in producing milk for that 
market. It diminishes our milk price far below the cost of production.  

DAIRYLINE: It’s all about working with dairy producers and their profits, but something needs to be done about these big swings, and right 
now we are heading back down.  

GARY: Yes, the first half of next year looks very dismal, but feed costs currently have come down as well. I am a dairy farmer and we had to 
feed through a much higher price in 2015 than last year.  Even though the milk prices went down – if we could currently match feed with milk 
– we would be in much better shape. Although feed costs were down somewhat in 2015, we are still going to have higher prices to work 
through the end of 2016. It seems like our feed costs are six months behind these milk prices. We have a double whammy. We also have our 
beef checks going down substantially. On an average 2,000 cow dairy, our beef revenue is down nearly $50,000 per month –with these lower 
beef prices. Our whole goal at NDPO is to get farmers to want to match the milk supply with profitable demand. If we can proceed with doing 
that, we predict a 5% reduction in milk supply would raise our milk prices paid to the farmer anywhere from $4-$6 per hundredweight. 
Keeping things the way they are, we probably will be losing $2-$3 per hundredweight. The choice is up to the dairy farmer. Do you want to 
keep things the way they are? Or slow down production now and wait for that export market to recover. We have to run our business more 
effectively and that’s what we at NDPO are trying to achieve.  

DAIRYLINE: Another issue about NDPO - you have the trade mark “100% USA Milk” 

GARY: We would love to see that trademark on all retail milk products that qualify. Right now we have a very small number of people using 
that trademark, but I have others considering it at this time. We also locked up “100% USA Beef” trademark. We dairy farmers send between 
3 to 4 million cows to slaughter every year. What we have to do is get the consumers to understand that some products they are buying may 
not be USA sourced and our trademark is going to inform consumers to know where there product comes from. “Made in the USA,” isn’t 
quite adequate enough. Things can be made here but it doesn’t mean it was 100% sourced here in the United States. So our trademarks are 
going to help at the retail level. We’re also heavily pushing the concept of higher milk standards - components in bottled milk. Decades ago 
California did not follow the USDA change of milk solids and butterfat in whole milk. They retained the higher standard and California’s milk 
tastes better. Correcting for demographics, California has not seen the reduction in Class I milk sales that everybody else in the country has 
seen.  We feel that utilization in a better bottled milk product will lead to an increase in sales instead of year after year of declining Class I 
milk sales.  Adding this to a higher milk standard is an absolute must for dairy farmers.  

 

WHAT WE AT NDPO ARE TRYING TO ACHIEVE 
As heard on Dairyline with Gary Genske  
 

DAIRYLINE: Gary Genske from the National Milk Producers Organization joins us again on DairyLine. Gary, Happy New 
Year! And what a year it has been. Give us an update of how things are going.

GARY: The National Dairy Producers Organization does not want to be just another farmer organization. Our primary objec-
tive is profitability for dairy farmers - for sustainability. We still maintain that with enough membership of dairy farmers we 
can take back control of the coops so they operate solely for the benefit of their membership, instead of for the benefit of the 
co-ops themselves.  If we change culture, then the membership would have more influence in Washington, D.C., when needed. 

DAIRYLINE: Through these five years have you seen some progress with the NDPO? 

GARY: Yes, there have been a number of co-ops talking about production controls when there is excess milk. We see Land O’ 
Lakes instituting a base program. We sent a letter of congratulations to the management of Land O’ Lakes for really coming 
out and being leaders in that regard.  We have seen a small but effective base plan put into effect by Northwest Dairy Associ-
ation, which is Darigold. I spoke with members of United Dairymen of Arizona who indicate UDA is holding firm on their 
base limits. I also had the opportunity to talk with the Dairy Producers of New Mexico in Albuquerque recently and discussed 
production limits there, but with some push back.  However, I reminded everybody that it wasn’t that many years ago that 
the California DFA membership as well as the DFA Southwest area membership had started pushing for production controls. 
Obviously when milk is long - our milk prices tank. People are getting the message that when there is too much milk and the 
world is not willing to pay us for what we export we should slow down and not be so aggressive in producing milk for that 
market. It diminishes our milk price far below the cost of production. 

DAIRYLINE: It’s all about working with dairy producers and their profits, but something needs to be done about these big 
swings, and right now we are heading back down. 

GARY: Yes, the first half of next year looks very dismal, but feed costs currently have come down as well. As a dairy farmer 
and we have to feed through the much higher priced 2015 feed inventories in 2016. Even though the milk prices went down – 
if we could match current feed with milk prices, we would be in much better shape. Although feed costs were down somewhat 
in 2015, we are still going to have higher feed prices to work through to end of 2016. It seems like our feed costs are six months 
behind these milk prices. We have a double whammy. We also have our beef checks going down substantially. On an average 
2,000 cow dairy, our beef revenue is down nearly $50,000 per month, with these lower beef prices. Our whole goal at NDPO 
is to get farmers to want to match the milk supply with profitable demand. If we can proceed with doing that, we predict a 5% 
reduction in milk supply would raise our milk prices paid to the farmer anywhere from $4-$6 per hundredweight. Keeping 
things the way they are, we probably will be losing $2-$3 per hundredweight. The choice is up to the dairy farmer. Do you 
want to keep things the way they are? Or slow down production now and wait for that export market to recover. We have to 
run our business more effectively and that’s the message we at NDPO are trying to deliver. 

DAIRYLINE: Another issue about NDPO - you have the trade mark “100% USA Milk”

GARY: We would love to see that trademark on all retail milk products that qualify. Right now we have a very small number 
of people using that trademark, but I have others considering it at this time. We also locked up “100% USA Beef ” trade-
mark. We dairy farmers send between 3 to 4 million cows to slaughter every year. What we have to do is get the consumers 
to understand that some products they are buying may not be USA sourced and our trademark is going to inform consumers 
to know where there product comes from. “Made in the USA,” isn’t quite adequate enough. Things can be made here but it 
doesn’t mean it was 100% sourced here in the United States. So our trademarks are going to help at the retail level. We’re also 
heavily pushing the concept of higher milk standards - components in bottled milk. Decades ago California did not follow the 
USDA change of milk solids and butterfat in whole milk. They retained the higher standard and California’s milk tastes better. 
Correcting for demographics, California has not seen the reduction in Class I milk sales that everybody else in the country 
has seen.  We feel that utilization in a better bottled milk product will lead to an increase in sales instead of year after year of 
declining Class I milk sales.  Adding this to a higher milk standard is an absolute must for dairy farmers. 



 
Please complete this application to become a member 

 

NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCERS ORGANIZATION, INC.  
Membership/Assessment Application for 

The National Dairy Producers Organization, Inc.  
Patron Name Patron/Producer Number   

    
Address   If organic, check here 

    
City State Zip # of Acres 

    
Phone Email Address  # of Cows 

    
Processor Name/Dairy Plant/Marketer Name  Phone  

    
Address    

    
City State Zip  

    
 

Under National Dairy Producers Organization, Inc. bylaws, your contribution is considered your membership dues. The 
dues cannot be raised without your consent. This agreement gives the National Dairy Producers Organization, Inc. 
permission to use your money to accomplish the specific work of the organization, under direction of the board of 
directors on behalf of its members so as to help all dairy producers achieve and maintain a profitable price for all milk 
regardless of its use, or the city, state or region of the country in which milk is produced. 

 
Complete, sign, then mail or fax to: National Dairy Producers Organization  

C/O Gary Genske, Treasurer 
1835 Newport Blvd., STE. D-263  

Costa Mesa, CA 92627  
Phone: 949-650-9580 Fax: 949-650-4490 

 
Please initial one of the following: 

 
1) ____________ I hereby authorize $.01 (one cent) per hundredweight (CWT) plus $20 per month assessments to be 

withheld from my monthly milk settlement payment and remitted to the National Dairy Producers Organization, 
Inc. at the above address, or  

 
2) ____________ I pledge payment of $.01 (one cent) per hundredweight (CWT) plus $20 per month to be paid 

by our dairy check and remitted to the National Dairy Producers Organization, Inc. at the above address, or  
 

3) ____________ I am a former dairy farmer and want to be a member of the National Dairy Producers Organization, 
Inc. and hereby pledge payment of $80 for the annual membership dues to be remitted to the above address.  

 
As of this date, this assessment request shall become effective and shall supersede prior National Dairy Producer Organization, Inc. 

assessments, if any 
 
 
 

Sign:________________________________________________ Effective Date: ________________  
The National Dairy Producers Organization, Inc. is a 501(C)(5), a not for profit organization 



 
 
 
National Dairy Producers Organization
1835 Newport Blvd., STE. D-263
Costa Mesa, CA 92627

  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

National Dairy Producers Organization 
1835 Newport Blvd., STE. D-263 
Costa Mesa, CA 92627 


